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With the kind support of Hiske Gerbrandy and the Gerbrandy Culturfoond, 
over a few weeks of March 2020, I persued a chapter of my personal project 
Trails to Pathfind.

This project is a long term personal exploration uncovering the understanding 
of time and the cycles in life, through the exploration between mankind and its 
environment, personified through the elements of water and earth. 

This project expands from the frozen shores of the White Sea to the warm Black 
Sea, that follos people, the earth and water as a key character to this story.

The chapter of this work takes place by the frozen shores of the Russian Arctic, 
while the ice is about to break. This project was supported to be able to kick of 
this chapter, and this trip became the first of many. Using this time to under-
stand, explore and feel the land and scouting for the elements that could reso-
nate the intertwined relationship between men and the ice.

I travelled to main regions of the Russian North: the Kareila Oblast, known for 
neverending forests, sitting between Finland and Russia, and the Oblast of Mur-
mansk, known to be the tangeant between the White Sea and the Arctic.

Russia, Kandalksha, March 2020, Overview of the city, over the morning fog. Due to it’s very northern 
location, the sun comes up late in the winter days.



It was decided to follow the journey 
North by train.

My goal for this first journey North 
was to go to a few specific places such 
as Kandalaksha, Segezja, and the coast-
al villages of Belomorsk, Virma and 
Summa. 

Many of these villages are still un-
touched by modern civilization and 
tehnology, and I wanted to map the 
raw elements. 

Also, by travelling there by train, I was 
to discover and feel the vastness of this 
space while getting to know the people 
moving around in this environment. 

Through the 2000km journey, I started 
become acquainted by Russians living 
along this trainline they call the “Ar-
tika”, as the only year long transporta-
tion method towards the Arctic Sea.



To keep track with my research of the northern 
journey, I decided to map out my feelings, emotions 
and and ideas in a notebook, manually writing them 
down every night, as form of letters to loved one. 

By transcribing these feelings to paper, I believe to 
gather in another way material for the project, to be 
used as part of an exhibition or book. I also believe 
it’s an honest way to experiment, and to visualise 
things I couldnt capture. For each chapter of this 
project, I keep a notebook to translate each part.

Transcription:

11/03 - The Men from Donbass.
 
This past evening was special, cohabitating for the next dozens of hour with the open bed carriage. 50 of us will travel through the night and day, 
bringing us all together for the vast North. We’re all at an intersection. Going through the carriage, I see faces, worn out from travelling. All of them 
have very visual, strong, every trait, every wrinkle, brings to mind an imagined topography of we’re they could be from. Is her long thin face, and with 
perl eyes are from the vast plains of Eastern Siberia? Is his chubby cheeks, tired dry eyes, and thick black eyebrows, from my dearest mountainous 
Caucasus? Or her slim shaped body from the harmonious deep blue water of the Baikal?

All these questions make me realise that this carriage could be a perfect painting representative of Russian society.

Each face is a universe of its own, I can really observe the roughness of their lives through their gaze. With a cross-eyed gaze, you see they don’t hide 
away who they are, they offer and share with you a raw insight of their simple life.

I’m just the odd one out, the odd ball that somehow wasn’t supposed to be there. I feel I’m like the surprise of the carriage, attracting the curiousity of 
the kids from the back of the carriage, to the young lads I’m sharing the berth with. 

Crossing the carriage to get the steaming hot water to make my food and tea last night, made me imagine as well the stories, places, names from all 
those faces. Young & old, all together. 

Once settled in my makeshift bed, made out of two white sheets, and a rug that seems that have lived a war a few thousands of time, clean but riddled 
with holes, I start getting acquainted with the men, with whom I’ll be sharing this berth with for the next 33 hours. One of them, Dunin, shared 
with me who they were, and where they were off to. Dunin and the 5 other blokes travelling with him, were from the war torned city of Donetsk, in 
Ukraine, or what the Russians call the Donbass Republic, as it’s currently the frontline of the war between both countries. Dunin shared with me that 
they were all friends from the same neighborhood of Donetsk. Due to the war, work is scarce. They only found a month ago that there were workers 
need in the town of Belomorsk, for working for the many lumber factories and in the port of the city, ice frozen in the winter months. He insisted in 
the fact he wasn’t a refugee fleeing home for work, but more of a necessity to migrate to feed his family, wife and two daughters, putting then out of 
distress. He was very open about his background, but kept high his honour and duty as it was the only thing he had left that was his own.



Along with the diary, I kept a visual 
one too using my Instagram stories, to 
communicate and share with my audi-
ence the journey, and share snippets of 
the experience on the road.

Having this element to share with 
people can be an eye opener as it cre-
ated discussions of what I should look 
further into, but also to not feel lonely 
in these most isolated places.

However that would only work when 
there would be phone signal, of course!



Photographs

All photographs were shot on 35mm film, polaroid and 5x4 Sheet film. As this project is a plays with 
the physical matter, all photographs were processed by hand. 

Unfortunetly, due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, 25 Color 5x4 sheet film picture haven’t processed yet 
due to specialist labs still currently closed.













































For this journey, I would like to personally 
thank Hiske Gerbrandy and her foundation in 
the belief in this project, and the opportunity 

to travel in some parts of the world, that are 
still untouched by mankind. 


